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Clancy Research Group Focus

 Inorganic semiconductors (doped Si-, SiGe, SiC
and SiGeC materials)

 Low-k dielectric materials
 Organic semiconductors (this talk)
 Clean energy from the sea: natural gas hydrates)

Cornell Center for
Advanced
Computing

Cornell Nanofabrication 
Facility



What is an organic semiconductor?

 Metals conduct electricity;
insulators do not

 Semiconductors conduct
when electrons can be
induced (e.g., by a voltage
change) to jump to different
energy levels

 Traditional semiconductors
use silicon

 But you can use many
organic molecules too



What kinds of organic molecules?



Markets for organic semiconductors

Lighting energy consumption: 25% commercial 
buildings, 12% residential 

Solid state lighting

Flexible Electronics 
for displays, 
solar cells
RFID tags

organic light-emitting diodes 
organic thin film transistors  
organic photovoltaic cells



Economic market size

Market outlook for organic electronics materials:

 sales will reach about $15 billion in the next 10 years,
[NanoMarkets "Organic Harvest: Opportunities in
Organic Electronic Materials”  12/07]

 In 2002, market was ~$300 million, projected increase
of 45-fold in 20 years.

 Much of this market will come from RFID tags, display
backplanes and OLED (organic light emitting diode)
displays and lighting



Economic development: AMD Fab 4X Test Case,
Saratoga Co. NY

 Foundry for 300m wafers

 Capital investment > $4B; NYS $1B
subsidy

 ~1500 new jobs

 Annual payroll  ~$88M

 Stimulus to the local economy:

 estimate $800M expenditures during
construction, 1600 construction jobs

 ~550 new jobs servicing the fab

 ~4500 new jobs due to retail services
etc., $180M payroll

 Multiplicative effect due to regional
clustering



OTFT: Organic semiconductors conduct charge
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Performance Issues

 Performance limitations on organic
semiconductor materials

 Limitations due to amounts
produced (high $ per g)

 New materials, with higher
mobilities, expected to bring
markets for organic
semiconductors to $5B by 2015

 Growth of ordered thin films 
improved charge transport 
improved performance of organic
electronic devices

 C60 and pentacene (Pn)  high
crystallinity relatively large
charge carrier mobilities

 But organic heterojunction
morphology is not well understood

http://www.imec.be/wwwinter/energy/images/orga
nic_sc.jpg

http://www.chm.bris.ac.uk/motm/pentacene/pentacene.htm

C60/pentacene



Performance Issues and solutions

 Performance limitations (e.g., mobility) on organic semiconductor
materials

 Need material uniformity
 Limitations due to amounts produced (high $ per g)
 Need to move from hand-built to cost-efficient printing technology,

e.g., “roll-to-roll” manufacturing (R2R)
 New materials, with higher mobilities, expected to bring markets

for organic semiconductors to $5B by 2015
 Flexible substrates market expected to be above $6M by 2015:

need smooth surfaces and barrier layers

 US Display Corp: $10M to joint
SUNY Binghamton/Cornell venture
 GE R2R OLEDs by 2010 for
solid state lighting



Organic thin film transistors
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Cornil et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
123, 1250 (2001).

Clancy Group Research: Impact of HPC

Collaborations via Cornell Laboratory of Organic Electronics:
Engstrom (Chem Engr: make materials); Malliaras (Materials Sci.; make 
devices), Clancy (ChE; modeling and simulation)

Motivation: Take the OLED market from “trial and error” 
Searches for new materials

Goal: 
•  Understand how organic semiconductor materials
can be grown to have the best performance
•  Create design rules to 
better control the richness of properties 
possible with small organic semiconductors

Initial test cases: pentacene (mainly), thiophenes, 
and heterojunctions, e.g. C60/pentacene



Value-added of a Computational Approach

Step 1: Create models that emulate the chosen
materials

Step 2: Validate models against known
experimental properties
e.g., Pn on Si: Ab initio results compared to
Tromp’s date (also oxide and cyclopentene)

Step 3: (a) Explain experimental results and
Provide mechanistic information
(b) predict properties for real materials systems
and/or
(c) predict trends in structural and electronic properties as the
size, shape, chemical formulation, etc. are changed

→ create design rules to guide experimental search
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Multiscale Computational Approaches
A

cc
ur

ac
y

Computational Expense

Ab initio
(e.g. DFT)

Continuum Models
(e.g. ODEs)

Kinetic
Monte Carlo

Molecular
Dynamics

•  We typically operate on all these levels (from ab initio quantum simulations
to Kinetic Monte Carlo), transferring information amongst levels and redefining
•  Today: Focus on Molecular Dynamics (Solve F=ma several million times)
• Huge computing resources needed for these studies 



Case Studies

 Case study 1:  Energetic
deposition of pentacene as a
route to smoother films with
higher mobility (comparison to
Engstrom’s experiments)

 Case Study 2:
C60/pentacene heterointerfaces: a
study of the effect of shape on
thin film morphology

0             2             4             6            8        10           12 µm0             2             4             6            8        10           12 µm

Malliaras et al.



 Pentacene seeded in carrier gas
 Kinetic energy measured using

time-of-flight techniques
 Incident energy range, Ei  =  1 –

10 eV

Case 1:  Energetic Beam Deposition of Pentacene on Pentacene

Goal: Create smooth films with better electronic properties

Experiments (Engstrom): Supersonic molecular beam scattering and ex situ
atomic force microscopy for thin film deposition and growth



Experimental Results:  Sticking probabilities
decrease with increasing energy



Questions

 Which molecular mechanisms are responsible for the observed
sticking coefficients?
 Insertion?
 Desorption?
 Schwoebel barrier for molecules to descend steps?

 Experiments cannot answer these questions

Answer:

Use Molecular Dynamics simulations to probe collisions…



• Semi-empirical MM3 potential
• 6,948 atoms
• 121 molecules free
• 72 molecules fixed in “bulk phase”
• Thermalized at 300K for 100ps
• Periodic Boundary Conditions
• (010) Step Edge

Incident pentacene molecules on
a pentacene terrace

Two collision points: terrace and
step edge

Vary incident energy, Ei , 1, 2, 5,
and 10 eV

Vary orientation, θi : 0, 30, 60°

At step edge On terrace

Computational Set-Up Details



Molecular Dynamics
Experimental Results

Good agreement with experiment

No sharp transition at any special incident
energy (arbiter between conflicting expts.)



Why do certain molecules stick?
Insight from the fate of the

incident molecule…

Adsorbed molecules:
i. On top of terrace
ii. In the first layer (either by direct

insertion crystal or falling over step
edge)

iii. In the second layer (direct insertion)

Scattered Molecules:
iv. Rebound off terrace
v. Penetrate surface before exiting



More options for incoming molecules

 Can insert two layers below or not at all



Step edge is entirely responsible
for sticking of molecules at high
energies

Downward funnelling
at step edge

Primary mechanism through
direct insertions



Conclusions Case Study 1:
Significant Insight on Energetic Deposition from

Molecular Dynamics

 Validation: Sticking probabilities from simulation similar to
experiments

 Prediction/validation: Found an incident energy “window” for film-
smoothening insertions (1-2 eV)

 Prediction: Direct insertion observed for low (nr. perpendicular)
incident angles with increasing incident energy (but creates defects)

 Prediction: Downward funnelling at step edges encouraged with
higher nucleation density (unexpected)

 Prediction: There is an (unhelpful) energy barrier to jump down from
a step terrace (0.2eV)

 Overall:  Explains why pentacene grows in an unwanted 3D growth
mode and can allow us to “tweak” the molecule to favor desirable
2D growth



Case Study 2: C60/pentacene heterointerfaces

Study the nature of the interface and our ability to grow smooth films



Case Study 2: Understanding heterojunctions in
photovoltaic systems -- Computational Approach

 Software:   Molecular Dynamics (fully atomistic)
Given an interatomic potential model, MD calculates positions and velocities

using Newton’s equations of motion

 Interatomic Potential Model (MM3)
 Accurately describes hydrocarbons, especially ringed structures
 Semi-empirical model: incorporates stretching, bending and torsional

energies, and van der Waals forces

 Simulation Details
 Constant-temperature, NVT, thermalization for 5 ps
Berendsen thermostat
 Constant-energy, NVE, simulation for 1500 ps (1.5 ns)
 Time step = 0.5 fs; pressure ~ 10 atm
 Temperature range of interest = 225 - 400 K
 Two Pn substrate layers (each 3×3 unit cells)

 bottom layer fixed; top layer free to move
 Periodic boundary conditions



 Pn/Pn vs. C60/Pn at 225 K

 Pn/Pn: Random walk of the admolecule over the substrate
 C60/Pn: considerable anisotropy

 clear preferences for admolecule “runs” along certain directions
 periods of residence at certain sites on the substrate’s lattice

Single Admolecule: Diffusion Trajectories

0]1[1        direction that intercepts
the 0, ½, 0 point in the Pn unit
cell



 Calculate potential energy surface for
C60 on a Pn surface
 higher energy (pink)
 lower energy (aqua)

 Overlay MD trajectory of C60 on Pn
(black dots) → C60 diffusion follows
low energy pathways

  Ab initio energy barriers range from
0.03 eV (~kT) to 0.2 eV, depending on
orientation of C60 in good agreement
with the average value represented by
the Ea value above

Preferred locations for C60 on the

pentacene surface



What happens to small clusters of C60
molecules on a pentacene surface?

 Top C60 molecule does not
fall down to the surface
within the simulation of 1.5
ns

 Suggests preference of C60
to dewet the surface
(undesirable)

 Dewetting seen
experimentally: Malliaras
(Cornell); Bao (Stanford)

 If we compare to a similar
pentacene cluster on
pentacene, the top
molecule falls down off the
island quickly (< 1ns)



What about monolayers of coverage of C60
on pentacene?

What happens to the underlying
pentacene substrate when several
monolayers of C60 are deposited to
form a bulk-like substrate?

From the POV of C60, not much (not
surprizingly)

But, pentacene stands up more vertically
under the C60 than it would do without the
C60 present.  This will probably affect the
electronic properties



Effect of a C60 thin film over pentacene

 C60 affects the underlying
pentacene

 Reduce the average angle
from the vertical by ~8°

 Broadens the distribution from
1° to 18°, almost certainly
introducing defects

 This will affect its mobility
 Pentacene’s lateral angle

broadened, a spread of about
30°, but remains centered
around the original angles



Case Study 2: Conclusions

 Single C60 admolecules preferentially diffuse
along low-energy valleys between top
pentacene H-atoms. Helps explain the tendency
to form nanowires seen experimentally

 C60-C60 cohesion is stronger than C60-pentacene
adhesion

 Thus 3D rough films likely to occur, rather than
2D ones preferred for photovoltaic applications
like solar cells

 Effect of C60 ultra-thin film on pentacene to alter
the angle made with neighbors will almost
certainly affect mobility and hurt performance

Low temperature STM images of
C60 on two layers of Pn lying
flat on Ag(111) at low
coverage (Robey and
Dougherty, NIST)



 High-performance computing provides a lot of value added for
 the development of new organic molecule based semiconductors
 Optimization of processing/ manufacturing of these thin films

 Making good progress towards understanding these systems
enough to create much needed design rules for experimentalists

 Opportunity for NYS, e.g., with the availability of the RPI-based
Blue Gene machine to take a national leadership role in this area

 Market opportunities exist for display technologies (already a
NYS highlight), solid-state lighting, roll-to-roll manufacturing, and
RFID smart tags

 Need to continue to provide world-class computing resources
and to fund scholarships for women graduate students to choose
nanotechnology as a focus for their careers

Conclusions
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